
The aluminum air cylinders are numbered consecutively:

• Air cylinder, silver, length 430 mm: from 012947 to 016843 item No. 711.3415
• Air cylinder, red, length 430 mm: from 002444 to 002527 item No. 711.3414
• Air cylinder, black, length 430 mm: from 000006 to 000053 item No. 711.3413
• Air cylinder, Junior, length 290 mm: from 001632 to 002225 item No. 711.3412

Recall of aluminum air cylinders
Already in September 2006 the companies ANSCHÜTZ
in Ulm and Walter Henrich GmbH in Daaden had
launched a recall of aluminum air cylinders for defined
production lots of compressed air cylinders. This recall
was inevitable after the bursting of a compressed air
cylinder in the rifle deposit box of a target shooter. The
burst was caused by a material defect of the compressed
air cylinder
(details unter: www.walter-henrich-gmbh.de /
http://www.sauer-daaden.de/rueckruf-
anschuetz/index.php ).

Since then, however, we only received about 70 % of
the compressed air cylinders back for exchange. This
means that there are still about 1.400 compressed air
cylinders in use, and there is a considerable threat when
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Without a check the concerned air cylinders must not be
used anymore. They must be emptied immediately
according to the instructions in the manual.

The above mentioned blue numbers are indestructibly
engraved on your air cylinder. For the position of the
serial number on the air cylinder see below picture, it is
marked in blue. Please control your air cylinder
immediately. If the number on your air cylinder matches
with one of the above mentioned numbers, empty your
air cylinder immediately. It must not be filled again.

Please send the concerned, empty air cylinder directly
to J. G. ANSCHÜTZ GmbH & Co. KG, department ”air

inadmissibly using these compressed air cylinders.
In the past further compressed air cylinders had blasted.
There is a risk of serious injuries and a danger to life!

Up to now all taken measures could not ensure the
necessary, inevitable return of all compressed air cylinders
in question. Therefore we started anew to inform the
public. Please inform also all of your friends.

For safety reasons a check and - if necessary - exchange
by the manufacturer is essential. The air cylinder series
listed below might be concerned:

cylinder check”, Daimlerstr. 12, 89079 Ulm / Germany,
for check, or send it to any authorized ANSCHÜTZ sales
partner in your country. Our sales partners are listed on
our website.

ANSCHÜTZ also refers to further information for the
handling of compressed air cylinders in the instruction
leaflets and at the internet pages of:
www.anschuetz-sport.com and
www.walter-heinrich-gmbh.de.

Please note that this recall only refers to the aluminum
air cylinders and not to the complete target air rifle.
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